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,. 
The purp?se of this study was to investigate the 
. . .. . . . 
effect of monetacy incEm~ive ·, offered at different times, 
.. \ 
on transfer of l~arninq tasks-.. 'A . tota1 of,iO~ . . grade seven 
, . 
. . ' . . ' stude~;~ in three rural Newfound~and Central B1gh Schools 
were tes.ted .on a , ietter s'erfes reaso'ri{ng teSit • .. Each of: 
. . ... . ., . ... . . .. :. . : ~ . . I . . 
the ~e~· -:~ai .groups ~eZ:e sub-d,ivided. a~d .g:iven· .either 
. ' .. . ' . ' ' . • ' . . . . ·. . ' ... • ,<::rf . ' . . ./ 
high or low tran~~er ~rc:tctic~ s_ets •. ·: They 'Were ·t:I:tell:e. re.-
--- -· ---·. . . . .. . .· . ' . ~ . . . . ·. \ ·. ,· : . . ' ' . ·. 
examined-. -· .. . Tl:J.~ .. control group. was .. 9i ven_ e1 test-pra~tice- . . 
re.te~t _-s~~si'on. -~ - -~-h~ ~-~co~d . ·g~~up .diff~~d : iri · tha~ - ~ft·e~ .. 
• , " ' • I • • I ' 
the pr~ctice . session .. they ·were told. tl1at ·they_· wbuld receive 
. . . . . .. . I , . , . . - ~* ---..._ . . . . . 
•' 
\_ 
10~ per ,gain ·~core Point. ·· The . third gro~p w~s given · this ·-~--- · 
. . ·, . . ' . ' .. . ' . '.. .. ....... .............. ~ . _· _ . . 
. . ' . . ·. - . : ·. . . - -
iJ;lformation prior to. the·· practice· session. · "''<-< 
' \ ·' ... . . . . . ' 
.'• 
\:-. The data were · stat~stically .' an~l~zed by :use of 
-~COVA -~~d.- Schef_f, multipl~ ·~omparlsons. The. :res~~ts· • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . 
·.• ,.. ' ' . ' . . ' ''.' : ' ' . . ' . 
'indicated' ·sicjnificantly· that the use of m6netary .incentive 
. . ' . . . 
. . .. . ' ,·\ . ·. . '' 
·. i~cr~~s~~-~ ga~n scores ~~ · .. ~~~t ~ ~~ ~ c~larly . true 
·when · the incentive ·.is offered prior · to pract"i -c---'e-.-. ~, ·-;-Al___.:.s~_o-""'· --~-, -. _ _..:...:""7""' 
ai~tfi~~nt . tAa~---the _ .fac~ th~t ..  ~~ - ~ri~. ~x- ~~d . ~o- · 9r~at· . :· 
. .. ·~ ... .. ·. : . . .·. · ... ·. :. .r • .' . . ·. . . . _·. ·: · ... ~ . . ... . · . .·. . . .. . , 
effect on -per'formance.- It was al~Q ·shown ··that no. significant 
. ..p . •• . • • . • ' • •• ·: • . • • ' ' ... • ' .. '. • : ' . • • . '. •••. • • • . • • • ; 
interactive effect' .existect ' be'tt~efi!n'· t~e , tiilin~ _ of . t.he in.;. 
' o I ' o • , ' I , . .. , ·, • •• < 
. centive· ·~nd type" of practice. ·. ., · ··· 
' f . ~ . ' : . 
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This-chapter provides the -~1atement of, purp~s·e for 
. 
.. 
this study and a rationa1e for its significance as a research 
.. 
problem. Also. inc1uded are the definitions of 'the ·terms 
~ 
releVant to this · study as we~l ·as the hypotheses resul.ting 
j. . . . from th~ research ·questions rai:sed. 
· ' •· . I 
· Statement of . Purpose 
. .•. . ' ' . . . . . 
The p"Q.rpose of' this study, was .tO: investigat·e· the 
-effecK! th~ tim~g ·. of. monl'!tary incentiv~, the effect of 
. . . ' ~ 
the incentive ·itse1£,_ 'and the . effect of the type of transfer 
0 • ' .. • 
of· learning. practice, on learning . t~ansfer. ) ' . . . 
. . AS well, · tJte resea~cher, was conce~ed .. with the · inter-
. . . ' . ' . . . 
-. 
' active·. ~ffect ' that . the _timing of the incentive and .the "type" ot 
. ' 
transfer of i~arning p;ractice would .have on learning" "transfer. 
. :- . . More ~~clfi~al1y, this_. ~~udy de_al.t .· wlth ~e e .ffect .. 
.. · ' . \ '• ... . , 
o£ · ~netary incentive_,· admini~tered ~for~ · ·or after ·pra~tice· , 
.· . . : .· . . )· . . . ·'.. . . . . . . : . 
. on the s~ores that sev~nth qrade students obtained oh a ·letter · 
. . . ' . . . 
series reasoning task :·which . involved high and low : transfer -· . 
of ~.·l~arrii~g ·, pr~~·e . I · 0 ' • ! 
. . ' . . 
: < 
' ' \ •• : ' ' , '. , .. ~ : ' I '• .. ' • ; · ' 
- Significance of the .$j~d¥ .·. . . · ·. ·. .' · .. :. . . . , 
·. •' :f ~ " . ' I • • ' . • J • 
· A." revi"ew ~£,the· lit~)\ature : indicate~ _that there has·-
been . a great deal of inte'res"t . expressed regar.ding : the .. effects . 
' 0 t • ~ \ • I o ' ' ' 
.·),-
. \ . 
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' , ... 
. 
of extrinsic incentives on variops aspects of lear~ing and_, 
the. effectiveness Of such i~cent.ive~. Studies c~ stich 
.. 
ar~ as classroom behavior · (0' Leary & ·Becker, 196 7) , academic 
. . 
. . 
per_formance '(C.l.ark, La_chowicz & Wolf',. 1.968·)_, and achievement 
, 
on_ IO te~1s (Ed~und, 1?72) -. O'Lea.ry and Drakman (l.97i) · have 
xecen1ly p~lished· a detail.ed review of the research as it 
relate\. to extrinsic in:entive~- lilli1e rese~J. on extrinsir 
· incentives 1~ extens'ive, ques.tions raised by findings made \ · 
by/EH~s (lr6~) . and . Skanes , Sul1ivan; Rpwe· and shanDon U97 4) 
justify res,ea:rch o.n the effect that such ~nce·ntives hav~ on 
transf~r of learning. T~ansfet:" of .learn.irig i.s defined .·~-~ ~ 
4ft . . . . . .. I . 
"change . in perfortna~ce on one~ ta~k with change resulting from 
p~actice on another .. 
. . . 
(Pe~son·, 1.956_, p .-. 124) • 
I . 
. Ellis -(19'65) ·. sugges.ted that _moi:fivational varlab1es .. 
., likely influ~nce transfer of _learning to the extent that they 
. . 
. . influence 'learning in gene;ral. Further· support' for such 
• l> 
. 
r~earch came . from the study by Skanes et ·a1 .. · ( 19 7 4) • · They 
I'" • • • • , 
.s,hqgestedth~t motivat,ion might· be ·a factor in transfer of : 
: . . . . . . . . f -· . ' . . . 
1-earnin~ .with lower; :I:? _students in .that theY. might become 
.'discourag~d . by the ,difficulty 0£. the l.earning .ta~ks • 
. ' . . ' . . . . .. 
. . . 
A,seco~d question 'raiSed iri the area o£\.extrinsic 
' t • ' . • ., • , • • . .. • • • • 
·, 
: oin~~ntive& .is :·;.tlle-:, tipl'i'hg of :the knowledge of the .incenti.ve •.. 
O I t 1', ' 0 , 0 • \ ' ' · - • 
. . 
. . - . . . . .. 
'" · .Limited !'~formation_ ·_.is ava~labl·e ·,ori ·the ,effect. that :varying . · 
. . p~. . . . .. . . ! ~· 
. the time of !l~~orming · th~-.. ~ubject.s :of . ~he: . i~cf~ive has_ on . · 
1 : • ' 1' •I • ' , I .· l.earni_ng • . 'l'llereforE;!,. ·one question to be answered._ is, ·can 
· .· t:he e~fepti~~~~ss · o£ th~ · .. incent~v~ . 'in. -parti~ula·~, ~one~ary .. 
~ . . .- . . ' . ' . ' ~ - .. - . . . ' . ' 
. , incentive, be· :lncl'easecf by v~rying th~ time at which the 
~ (I • , ~ ' I 
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incent'i . Thi~· ·study provided t ·.-
'. 
• 
subject is informtd of t;he 
! • 0 
the opportunity for .the researcher to investigate t~,e 
' 
question of w~ether th:e timing o~. "'the mo!le~~~Y incent.lve'' 
' 
. . 
would affect the achievement of the subj~cts . . if ~uhj~ec'~s· , · "~ ·. 
' 0 
' 
who received · knowl~age of mpnetfiry incentive ":p,.rior · to , 
) . . " " 
practice, scored siqni.frcantly h_iqh~r than subjects who 
• : 0 ' 
received the knowledge of ·the '-incentive afte~ <practi.~e> then · 
. , ' ' . .. . ' . 
this' might in'dic~te. hli~t prior knowleclge .of.•the incel)tive · ' 
• 0 ~ t> I 
had a positive effectu on ~e practice ~~ssio~ •. . It might 
suggest 'that the ·~bj ects wfth J.)):ui,or· kilowledg~ ~f. th~ D}Gn:.~ta;iY -. -. 
"· r . ~ o • o 
i1;1centive would try ~tiaz:~er to ~·earn during th~ p~ac!tice 
• " f! ". • • ' ·.·' 
.• J ~ 
~ • ' ' J • • '.> J 
·Also ·significant . is ~--t.)lat " . ;if ~oetary, .. incentives ·were .·· . 
. ·. .. . . . 
' '~ I ' I r "> ,C' t>•, o • I 
shown to be stJ;;ong enough to result in" increased transfer . . 
• ~ , C ' • J • • "' ' I tl - ' 't. 
of leqing by " ~tude~ts. who ' were 'hot' ac}li~ving" to th'el): f~r1 ' 
. • • • c. fl.... ' ' ~ 
0 ' potenti~1, then th~ fact ;that they , ~n~~e~;u~e~ their score~ .·· 
sho~ld b~- self-reinforcing •.. Fur~~:9t J}light demonptrate · .. 
to te~ch~rs that. the students' .P~ev~s·-'·1~~ .·a~h~ev;~ent ~as 
not enti~ely ·due to i~a<lequate. a~adeniic: ~ot~n:bial-. :I·~ should, · 
\ . '6 • ' 
as· found in stud ips by· Rose~thal and ~e~:~obscin (1968) , have · .-
. . o· 1, • c .. ..... 
a positive infl'uenc~ on te~chers' perc~ptions ~a. expectations 
• • ,. . ; / 1' • . •• • . : • • • • 
-. , 
.) • 0 • of the stud+nt:s. 
\ . ~ :. . . ( 
This study . prov~?e~ an oJ;)p0rturiity :for tll,e. student 
(l • : 0 ,.::. ,. 0 • 
to compete against -hiniself. It also provided an· ext rinsic 
0 ) ' _.--, I ~ • .,. ' • ' o " ·, ' · ' • ... ' ' · • ' '•' ' ' ' • > ' ,, • .~ 
:f.._nc:;entive that, ·was ju~ged. ~~. hav~ siqnificance 1 for the student 
because\. of its ~bil i. ty to be . us~ . to 'pur~ha~e ~~co_ndary ·. r~-- . ·_, .. 
• -.. . , ~ . .~ .. o . • , ' • . I 
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4. 
Definition·of Terms 
1. Gain. Scores. This refers to the diff.erence in 
. ( 
number of correct answers on the post-test (Form B of the 
Letter Seri~s Test) over the pre-test (Form A of the Letter 
series Test) • 
-~· 
. 
• -···'1 2. Student. This refei:-s to a boy or girl enrolled 
, ' V ~~~ I l , 
.iri }ihe seventh grade in ~entral High Schools in the follow-
Newf;oundland. 
3. High Transfer .of Learning (H~) Practice. 
. . . ' 
J. This 
refers to the I>ract;ice condition. in ~hich ,the student com-
. plet~~ .items ' tha~ a~e sympoiically similar to items in the 
'letter series test. 
4 ~ .Low Transfer ~ Learning (LTL) · Practlce. Tb4 . 
re~e~s .to ·the ·prac~~e condition .~n which the. student com-
plet~s items that are s~qlically · differ~n~ from items in 
the letter series test. ' ' . . 
6 ' 
5. Treatme~t I (T1r: This refers to the treatment 
condit~On in which s 'tudents a·re told., after the practice set., 
that they'will receive~ monetary iilcentive. 
' ' ' 
' 6 .~ · Treatment . II . (T2) ·•. This ._ re~.eJ:s to· the tieatment 0 
.... . 
condition 'in . whiph students· are told." prior to ~ the 
I .. . 
s'et, that: ·~hey will receive a monetary incentive. 
.' ' practice 
7. ·Control Group •.. This ·refers to the treatment 
. ~onditi~~ i~ whlplt ,. s .tud:'nts · receiv~ n·~ knowledqe ·of -a monet'ary 
I ' . . .· . . . . . . . . . ,. ' 
· ~neent1.ve. · · · 
.8· . ,f?econdary Reinf~rcers. This . refers to i~·eins that 
.. I . 
. . ·.: 
) . • ' 
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Reference has be~n made to a number of questions 
~ ' resarding_ m~netary incentive and its effect on transfer of 
lea-rning. To answer th'ese questions ~ number of hypotheses 
. I 
'were formulated reg¥ci'ing the effect of monetary incentive . 
j i . 
and the timing of this -incentive on transfer of learning. 
I 
~ . J . -
HYpOthesis f.. . The gain scores for all students 
receivi·ng a moneta#y ince~tive are significantly greater 
. 
than the gain s-cores for students not receiving a monetacy 
incentive, _irrespective of· the type of practice,. 
' . 
HypOthesis II. There are ~nificant gain scores 
on the transfer of learning task f~r all students receiving 
a mone~ary incentive regardless of the order in which the 
• 0 
monetary incentive is presented a~d irrespective of the type 
of practice. 
Hypothesis III. · TJle-re are significantly greater , 
gain scores on. the transfer of learning task for all students 
in ~~ high transfer o'f learning. practice group · than for 
. . .· . 
thos~ students in th~ low· transfer of learning group 
regardless -of whether or not they· received a moneta~y 
incentive ci~d irre~~~tive· of, wJen t;he incen-tive was admin-
.,. . 
istered. More speo_i,fic~l;l·y~ • 
. (a) Wi ~hin . the co~~ro.l ~~o~p . the stJd~n.ts . r _ecei .ving 
' . 
si_gnif-high -transfer of learning practic~ score 
'· J . . . ' . . ' . 
-- ----·r· ---__ 
.· . . , ,· ' 
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icantly higher than 'students receiving 
low transfer of .learning practice. d 
(b) Within the group receiving the monetary 
incentive after the practice, the students 
receiving high transfer of learning 
practice score significantly higher . than 
students receiving low transfer of learning 
· practice. 
(c) Within the grou~eceiving the monetary 
incentive prior to practice, the. students 
receiving high' transfer of learning 
' practice score signif~cantly ~igher than 
students receiving lqw transfer of learning 
practice. 
Hypothesis IV. There are significantly gr~ater 
gain scores for students in the high transfer of le~ning 
group who receive the monetary incentive prior to practice 
than for those students in the high transfer ·of learning 
grpup who receive the monetary incentive after practice. 
.... 
Hypothesis v. There ·are significantly greater .gain 
scores for" students in the ·low. transfer of learn.ing group 
who receive . t~e monetarY incentive prior to the practice 
.'• 
than· for those students in the low transf~r of learni~g 
group who receive the monetary incent.ive. ·after practice. 
Hypot~esis VI . .There is a si;gnifi canit' interactiQn · 
., . . 
between the . time.· at. which th~ mQnetary incentive ·is ad-
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knowledge of the incentive prior to the low transfer of 
learning practice·score higher than students receiving know-
' . 




This chapter provided a statement of purpose for 
' 
this study and its research sign~ance. Furthermore, it' 
presented an operatio~l definition of the terms televant 
··-to the study as well as the hypothese~_to be considered. 
Subsequent chapters oontairi a review of related liter~ture, 
.., 
the methodology of the study, statistical analysis of the 
• • , I 
resea~ch data a.s well as a cfi.scussi~n of · the results~ The 
con~luding chapter QUtliries limitations of the study, recom-
• 
. 
m~ndations to be made, and implications for further research 
and .. for education. 
.. 
. ...... 
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8. 
- • r 
C~PTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter provides a review of the literature 
related to· the study. The areas of .concentration j'udged to 
be related were incentiye systems and general use of incent~ 
ives; token economies; effectiveness of incentives with 
standardized tests; material i~centive systems and their 
value to teachers; and tra~sfer of ,learning and. mOtivation. 
Incentive Systems -and Their General Use 
' . . . ' \ Bandura (1969). in· _wri~~~CJ. on ' ncentive ~ystems, made 
tHe ·following s-t;ateinent: .. 
• .Incentive theories of motivation -assume that 
behaviqr is largely activated by a~~icipation .of 
reinf~rcing consequen~es. From this pOint of v~ew, 
motivat~onl can be regulated thropgh arrangement of 
.incentive conditions and by means of satiation, · 
deprivation and conditioning operations ,tha't affect 
the ·relc\tive efficacy of various rein.forcers at any 
given time. Thus, for example, in producing in-
tellectual: striving. in_. children· who. display little 
interest in academic pursuits, ~~e would .arrange 
favorable conditions of reinforcement with respect 
·to achievE!IIIen·t behavior . rather than attempt to 
create in some ill-defined way an achievement motive. 
Given t~t performarice · is e~ten~ively determined.by 
reinforcement conditions, the selection and develop-
ment o~- an effective incentive system is of central · 
importance. (pp·. 225-226) 
.. . 
A wide range of incentives ha~e been used on . a broad 
spectrum of behavior changes ahd support Bandura's statement 
~see ()~Leary & Dr~kma~ . 1971) .. For . example, Staats, ~t~ats, 
. ' 
Schutz and Wplf (1962) compared. learning ·and a~tention span 
\ , \ 
\ . 
' . 
l :. ·· . . 
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9. 
.. \ . 
of preschool children under two .conditions: praise for cor~ 
rect responses; and tangible rewards such ~s candy, trinkets 
and~ns for Such responses. Under the praise conditions 
the subjects worked for 15 - 20 rnin~tes before becoming boreq 
.... 
and restless. Under the ~econd condition not only di~ they 
' . . 
work enthusiastically for the 45 minute period, but took 
part in additional sessions. · 
Further support for the use of extrinsic incentiv~s 
~ 
is found in t)le _following studies. Levin and Sinunons (1962) · 
found food a better reinforcer .than praise for hyperaggressive 
. . 
boys. Others (Slaqk-, 1960; Martin & Power, 1967; Whi.t;.lock & 
Bushnell, i967; Wolf, Giles & Hall, 1968) indicated that 
. . . 
materl.ai or extrirtsic incentives ~re essentia4., partic~lai:ly 
during early phases of behavior ~ change. Studies conducted 
with children . (O'Leary, 1968), adolescents '(Phillipl!J,. 1968) ~- ,· 
, · 
and adult schizophrenics (Ayllons & Azrin, 1~64} show.ed that 
verbal reinforcement in the absence of material i~centives 
was not s~ effective as when .it was used in combi~ation with 
' 
material incentives. \ 
Token Economy 
O'Leary and Becker (1967) foUnd onally. 
• • • • t 
disturbed children, the US1e of. 'tokens reduced disrupti .e 
behavior from. 76% \:o .. l .O% .• ~Birnbr~ver,· .Wolf, Kidd~ an Tague ' t · 
. . . . . ' ' 
. (19fi5) ·used token. re\nfor~ement with l .5 _fetci~ded. ~l)il 
~ . . . . . . . . i 
They found improvement· .in accuracy and. rate. of stty!y~ Clark 
.. . . I . . 
et al. (19'68) found signi~icant improveme-nt in ac~de 
. . . 
... 
·1, / · . 
" . 
-· 
. ... · 
-.. ,('. · .. ·. 
.. .,··- ' ' . . 1/:.~. ·----'--·--~---~----· --·-· .... -----r 
.t' 
























behavior of special remedial classe.s. Tyler and Brown 
(1968) found significant changes in the academic behavior 
_, of delinquents. Staats and Butterfield (1965) showed that 
.. 
10. 
$20.31 spent for _token exchange items _had significant resu).ts 
.. 1 .. 
on a · 14-year-old adolescent. The boy, in 4 2 months of train-
ing with token rei~forcement went from an overall grade level 
of 2 ye~rs to an overall grade level of 4 years, 5· months • 
/' ' 
I 
lncentive· and Standardized Tests · 
Jl . . ' "' 
There is cons'iderable evide~ce of the effect of 
., , I; 
in~e~~~~es ~on standi1rd~_zed test perfoX?!IApce. · Quereshi (19GO) 
,~. 
,. 



























iricrea~e !n performa-nce 6n an intellig~nce · test. T~inn\an, 
• f f . • 
. i . 
F~rr ~and Blanton. '(1972) fot,~nd that when students were 
offered· ~terial . rewards, . their ·performanc~ · on the Nelson , 
' ' • I ' , .... ' - ' .. - ,. '.I . • . ' ' ' . • ' 
· Reading · Test increased significantly. · · Edlund (1972) worked · 
. ~ . ' . . . . . .. . 
with 5 to 7~year~old low-middle and 1ow-9lass ·students. He 
1 ' .. , : ; . . . .. . . 
found tbilt · by · offering students a M&M ·candy f _or each correct 
' . j ~ 
~int 'on a~ - IO test~ _. ·they. made a m~dian gain of · 12 points . 
. ' 
' o~. ~o~ M,of the $tanford-Binet IQ test, over a ~ontrol 
,. .. ' .. 
. ., ,• . '· ,_ 
· ', . . grpup. : 




,, .. .,. 
Dtfense · of ,· Material Incentives and Their Value to· Teache~s 
.• I ·' 
'Mariy of th~ . arguments against . mate~ial incentives . 
' .. 
' ' . 
are· based pn t -he ·c?t:lcept that subject~ ~e~elop _a · dependence . 
on · such· incentives. 
. ' 
'l'l)ere is .ample ev.idence that this ia . · 
not necessarily . true •. ..- . . 
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Dickenson (1974) investigated what happens when 
reinforcement is ~a~en away. He found that students who had 
been reinforced with tokens during the sixth grade ·scored 
• 
higher on the Metropolitan Ach~evement Test at the end of 
the eighth grade th~n those who had not been reinforced 
' during sixth grade. O'Leary, Becker, Evans and Saudargas. 
(1969) working with second grade · students found that the use 
of token~ reduced the amount of disrupJive behavior and in-
creased academic performance. ' They· also found that the· token 
reinf?rcement program .could be r~placed with a variant, ·of 
~ the program.without an inc~ease in d~sruptive behavior., 
Glynn (1970) worklng with n.fnth graders "found similar su~pOJ;t. 
' ·' . \ 
. . 
He found improvemen~ in perfor.mance with the use of tokens; 
at the same time he su~gested that the~e was little evide~7e 
to justify the claim that children b~come dep~ndent upon 
to}cen reinforcement 'o as ~o be unable to· .Perform without it. 
Studies have been conducted that show the value of 
' 




Chadwick and ~ay. (1971) I . working wit;.h . 8 to . 12-;~ear-old under- . -~-::-__: 
achieving minority students, prciv;i,ded paints ·that .could be · . · ~ 
. r · 
exchanged for: ·lunch, ·Sto~e bought ~tems or fiel4 ·trips. 
. . . \ ' 
. . . 
During. the token reinforcement sessio~, ' ttme at work, number 
of problem~ solved and n~er of ·px:-oblems ·correc~ i,-ncreased 
. , . w· 
si'<jn~ficant.ly. our'ing treatln~nt II (social reinforc~ent) 
' . . . . . ". . . 
students .maintained their improvement in number of problems 
' . . . •. ' . '. ,. . ' 
solve~ · a~d. ·numbe~·-. ~£: ~~o~lems · ·c~rrect •. · Another ~i~nificant· 
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social control responses to support:ive and instructiona~ 
' responses during the reinforcement pr~gram. 
Hewitt, Taylor and Artuso (1969) used tokens with 
12. 
54 children having•learning and behavior pro~lems. They 
found significant changes in bot~ learning and behavior for 
the students receiving tokens. They also found that the 
_group that had the tokens removed after one semester continued 
to show significant improvement. They hypothesized that this 
was- due to increase!d effectiveness of ·teachers as secondary 
" 
reinforcers after association with success du'e to' prima.ry . 
reinforcers. Alsq, competenci.es developed with tokens were 
. : . . 
in. themselves reinforcing after the tokens were removed. 
/ 
Learnin9 Transfer, Pre-test and Motivation 
Ferguson (19S4, 19S6) propos~d t;hat general inte1-
. .. 
ligence is correlated with positive transfer of learning. 
This suggests that subjects with high scores\ on inteliigence 
. : . ... 
tests would be _expected to __ prof,it more fr~m ~~ac_:ice o!' an 
.. -intel-lectual task and should show· g_rea ter' improvement on · a 
related task than low-scoring·. s:ubj~cts. · · 
Sullivan and Skanes (1971) ·and Skanes et al. (i974) 
tes~ed that- proposal. -It was found that students . . scoring 
high on intelligence tests . ·had high~r: transfer scores 'than 
. ' .... 
. . 
low~scoring subjects of similar- mental age, .on a ·letter: series 
reasoning task, following practice. Suiiivan' ·arid Skanes 
(1971) also fqund tha:t 'students with high intelligence scores 
. . . .. . . . . ~ 
. . 
performed better whe~ : a pr~~test was g~ven prior to. tlie -practice 
< 
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session, while low-scoring students .did best without the pre-
test. A further study (Skanes et ai.~ 1974) supported this 
eariier finding. For high Otis 10 subjects, . the pre-test 
resulted in highe~ performance tha~ no pre-test, the opposite 
was true ~or low IQ subjects. This is a modification of the 
findings of' Campbell and..._snanley (1973) who suggested that ~.-
~ 
pre-test leads to improved performance on · retest. Skanes ~t 
al. (19741 demonstrated that the effeqt of a pre-test was a 
\ 
funct~on of the intelligence of the child. Samuels (1969) 
0 I 
I 
found that pre-tests wit~ feedback resu}ted in greater re-
. l 
_ten'bion of the material read~~ Hartleyl (19.71) found that 'the 
pre-test had· .. no appreciable 
1 
ef ect . if ctu~l learning 
. . ' ..  ' .. \ . : . . . 
I -
occurred, but ·that it facili ted,..pe_rf\rmance w~en the task 




As· cited earli.~r, Ellis. suggested that ·moti-
is a factor in transfer of - arning. Sullivan and Skanes 
I 
. . l (197l) and Skanes et al. (1974) suggest~d that the cause of 
· the pre-test effect might be motivation~i.. Higher IO s~bjects 
I 
might have been stimulated by the diffic'ulty of the pre-test, 
I 
making them ~re artentive during practit e ~n_d ca~sing them to 
exert greater effort during the second test. Lower IO subjects \ . . I ' . I 
might have been discouraged by the difficultt and the apparent 
. I .. . . . . 
' . i 
meaningless problems with whi'ch they were faced. 





This ·chapter· ·has reviewed the H. t~rat~re as i~ re-
latQs to :the u~e'. of ~tives · i~ ·:a va~·ie~y of · learni'ng · 
,.. , ' ' I l 0 •I t ! 
~ . 
', I ·' · 
·.: ., .. '"· . 
;. 








... . ·, 
situations.. lt. has included support for the use of ex-
trinsic incentives in such a~eas. It shows also that the 
question of when incentive should be used for best moti-
vational effect has not been thoroughly answered. 
• 
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CHAPTER I I I 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter describes the procedures followed in 
conducting this research. It provides the location of the 
schools from which students were obtained, the method of · 
selection· b'f stude5~; the testing instruments used as well 
. ~~·~ .  
as the procedure fo~ed to test the hypotheses. As w~~l, 
there is a discussion of the design of the study and the ' 
~ta tis tical p~ocedures to· be utilized in . ana·lyzi~g the 
research data. 
Sample 
The students were selected from the seventh grade 
classes in thr.ee Central High Schools in the Notre Dame 
I 
· Integrate~ School District. . ~he schdols had a number of 
common aspects. The grades taught in all three schools were 
grades 7 to 11 inciusive. In each school most students were 
I 
bused to the school daily from surrounding . co~unities. The 
school populations ranged from 250 to 300 students. All · 
three schools were in rural settings • . The economic base for 
. . 
each area was mainly - ~ha·~ of. fishing,. f~rming and logging. 
As a result of random selection 34 stud~nts fr~m Greenwood 
Central High ~chool., Campbellton, ·19 students from Twillingate 
Central High School, : 'l'Willirtgate, and 55 students from .New · 
· Worid Island Central High . Sch~oi, Virgin· Arm, ~a~ticipa~ed 
in tJte study. 













The Raven Progressive 1-latrice.s (Raven, 1938), with 
a 30-minute time limitl was administered to all students~in 
/ 
the sample. The Raven Progressive Matric~s w~a~selected for 
severatt reasons. The test ·could be administer.ed to 
and be hand scored by the tester. It is considered 
(1970) to be culture-fair. re 
graduated in such a manner that the solution of 
problems can lead to success in later, more difficult items. 
The -Raven does, in the belief of Horn (1968), measure t .he 
same type of intelligence,. fluid intelligence, as does the 
type of series tests used in. this research. 
Learning Test·s 
The learning tests co~sisted of Form A and Form B 
of a letter series test. This instrument was developed by 
Sullivan and Skanes (1971) and was used by_them with over 
2000 students. The tests consisted of letter series similar 
to the Reasoning subtest of the Tests of Pr.imary Mental· 
' 0 Abilities (Thurstone,- 1938). Each item of the 20-item test 
consisted of a series qf letters which formed a logical 
. . 
sequence. They were of the form 
· D E F G H I J 
or AA· BB cc . DD EE 
The students were required to\·reason o~t .the ,sequence and 
to provide the next two letters in the series for each _item, 
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Practice Sets-~~;...:;;...::;..:;...;;;......:;:..,;;;..= ~· ......... __ 
Two forms of practice were us~d. .The letter or 
. 
high -transfer of learning practice set was considered to 
• have high transfer because the items.to be completed by the 
students were letter series similar to those found in the 
learning tests. This practice. set consisted of 40 items 
with· the odd-numbered items (1, 3, 5 ••• ) comprising 
~ 
nwnber .- $eries (for example, 5 6 7· 8 9) and the even-numbered 
i terns (? , 4 , 6 .) comprisirtg letter series equivalent . to 
..... 
' 
those found in the learning tests. The number or low transfer 
> 
of learning practice set consisted of 40 items. Tnis practice 
set wa~ cons~dered· to have ~ow transfer bec~use the items · 
that were to be completed.· b;v the. students were number seri~s. 
These items ~ere. similar lo ' the test items ~nll in relation 
J 
to sequence and method of sol.ution (for exampie, 2 4 6 8 l,O 
~ 
as bpposed to B D p · H J). The odd-numbered items on both 
.. 
• 
• Q ) 
practice sets were identical, and the even-nWilliered :ttems on 
the high transfer of lecmning practice set were eq\tiva.lent 
to the even~numbered problems on t~~ lo~ transf~r of ~earning 
practice set in terms of sequence and method of solution 
v (see Appen.di , B:) • (' J. 
Procedure 
During February; 1975, the_~ Progressi~e Matrices 
was administered with a 30-minut~ .time limit, to all seve nth 
grade students in.the three schools involv~ in ' ~he ~tudy. 
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students were randorn+y selected by drawing names from the 
total population. Because of absenteeism during the experi-
ment, the sample was reduced to 108 subjects. 
An equal nwttber of studen.ts was , assigned to each 
of the three treatment groups by al.ternately placing each 
name drawn in one of the three groups. Similarly, each 
treatnu;;nt group was' subdiv·ided into equal size subgroups for 
high or low transfer of learning ·practice. 
. ' . ' ~ ' 
.Con~r~is (C). These students. were"given Form A of 
' . 
the learnin~ test which they were to _complete in a 10-minute •. 
period. . The tester firs_t gave several example_s · oil the black-
board.' This tes.t was fol_l,owed by a 5""'minute break. The 
. . . 
students then· contpl-eted·, over a 30-minute period, the 
practice sets. Individual students did either the hi~h or 
low· transfer of learning P.ractice set depending on whether 
. ' · 
a~sfgriment had been to the high o~ low transfer of iearni-ng 
. . . . ~ 
practice.' set subgroup. Following another ~-u_u.nute brla~, 
all~~dents in the _contr91 group-~re given Form B of the 
.learni~g test. This te.st ·was alsl? .of 10-minu~~ dpration. 
At no time .wer~ monetary incentives -offered (s~e Appendix C)~ 
Treatment I (Ti) .- These· s~udents were given Form• 
. . . . . 
I A of the learning test which they were . to .complete in a 10-
' ·' . . . . ~ ' . . ' ' . . •' 
minute 'period,. ' r ~e tes_ter· first gave -severa'l · examples on 
t .. ' 
'the blackboard.- ~h~_s · test was .. fol~owed ·hi· ·a . 5-mi~ut~ break. 
The · stud.ents .then _c~mpl~te·d, 'over a .. 3Q.-~ri~te. p~~i:~d,- the 
prac~ice ·s'ets·. Indlvidual· stude~ts did ei ~her the high · or 
.. , ' .. . · ' • ,. . . . ' 
low transfer of learn.ing . practic~, set depending,. ori wh~ther 
I . : · 
. . 
• r 
" • • ' • t 
\ .. · 
I .· 
' I : 
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19. 
assignment had been to the high or low transfe~of - learning 
practice set subgroup. A )cond 5-minut~ break followed. 
During this time the studenjs were told ·that they would 
receive 10¢ for each gain score poin~ that they obtained. 
All students were then ' administered Form B of the learning 
t~st to be ' completed. in 10 minutes (see Appendix C). 
Treatmeht II (~2 ). These students were given Form 
A of the learning test which they·were to complete in a 10-
minute period. ·The te~ter first gave several examples' on 
, 
the blackboard • . This test was _. followed by as-minute br~~k. 
, . 
During this br~ak the stud~nts were told that· th~y would 
. ~ . ' 
receive .. lO¢ for each gain score point they obtained. The. 
_.., 
. 
students then complete~ · over a 30-minute~period, the practice 
sets. Individual stude~s .d~d· either the , high ~r low trans-
fef of lea~ni~g cpractic~ set depending on ·whether assignment 
h been to the hig~ or low transfer of learning practice 
subgroup. Durin.q the ~~coit~ 5--minutk break the ntonetary 
ard was ·emphasized. All students were then admin~stered o 
Fo~ B of the learning test to be -completed in 10 minutes 
(se Appendix C). · 
~ Practice Session. ·The practice session was the same 
,, a • . 
~ ­
for all .three treatmepts~ ' Explanations were carefully given. 
TH~ tester gav~ · the s~lu~i'oh . for ~tem on~; explaining the 
prih) iple invoived. , The st~de~ts ~en' -~ote down the correct 
. " • . . . . . . l • . . 0 • 
an~w 'in\ ~~e blanks _ prov~d~cL .. _ Th~ studeh~~ .. then a~temp.ted 
the · econd 1tem ·on their OWJY.' This procedure . was·followed 
.. 
the 'pra~tice session. The tester solved and ex-
























plained the odd-numbered item and the students wrote down 
the answers and then attempted the subsequent even-numbered 
item. The high transfer of learning practice set subgroup 
. 
had to solve items that had letter sequences that corresponded 
to the number sequence in the item p,reviously completed by 
th~ tester. ,The low transfer of learning practice set sub-
group had to solve items that had number sequences that 
corresponded to the n~er sequence previously completed 
• ~ b;" the test~r. Any questions . . asked by the students were 
answered (see~Appendix C). 
\ 
Testing Condi ~ions. In each school the s.tudents 
were tested by the investigator assisted by two of the 
1 . 
regular teachers of that . particular school. . Each treat-
' ' ment group was administered the tests in a separate 
classroom. 
While it. was the contention of the investigator 
that littl.e variability would be attributed to experimenter 
\. 
~ffects, precauti~ns were taKen to elim~nate as· much as 
possible any sue~ variability. .Ne~ther of the teachers was 
unfamiliar to the students tes~ed, nor in the first ye~ 
of teaching at the p~rticular scho~o.L. All testers were of 
• I 
the same sex. The investi'9ator did not have the same 
\ • • I • • 
treatment gr~up in an~ -two sc~ool~, that is, ~n one school 
he had the qon trol S', in a second the Trea~ent I group : and 
I 0 
. . 
· in the _third the Trea.tment 'II ·group. Then the two. teachers 
... 
of the particular school were given one each of the remaining 
. . . . 
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21. 
~ile such assignment of groups did not assure the 
investigator of receiving one-third of each treatment group, 
it d'id give him a segment that was relatively proportionate 
to the sample size from each school. This provide~ a common 
I;; 
tester to a portion of each treatment group. To further 
. . 
control, each tester was provided with a written ins~ruction 
sheet (see Appendix C). In each school, prior to testing, 
the investigator discussed the instruction sheet with the 
teachers invol~ed to clarify any questions that might arise • 
Observation of · the length of time each group needed 
to complete the testing .and conversation, with the teachers 
. I • 
after testing assured the investigator that all students 
worked under highly similar conditions. 
All students. were aware that this. work was research 
for the university and ·not for any of t~eir teacher.s~ This 
controlled 'for any situations where subjects might desire 
to perform in a particular manner )lec~use of any particul~r 
pupil-teacher relationship th~t existed • 
. . . 
The testing ·time for each group was approximately. 
60 minutes. This being a ~ne-session program with definite 
time limits, teachers would have little opportunity to 
operate under conditio~s other than thos'e outlined in the 
common instruction sheet. . . 
I , 
D.esign 
• ' 0 • 
The study used a 3 x 2 factor· design . There were 
0 
' .three · levels of treatment· .and two:devels . of practice. 
, .. 
'· 
Ol>:,, .,· ... 
(' 
-r ; :.,. 
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Statistical ~eatment of Data 
The statistical methods used to analyze the data 
were the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and the Schef£6 
method of multiple c~mparisons ·c~osc~e, _1969) • The ~VA 
was used becau-se of ' its benefits in _controll·.i;-ng any ~i­
ables that might influence the critl-erion variable ar.d bec-ause 
i't enables ffhe error vari_ance in the an~lysis to be sub-
stantially reduced. T~e Scheffe meth~d was used to make 
comparisons among the different cells to determine where ~ 
any signifihance la·y~ The alternate hypothes~s were tested 
for acceptance or rejection at the alpha .OS level of sig-
nificance. Th~ data were keypunched for the NYBMUL program 
/ ' (State University of New York at .Buffalo Comp~ting Centre, 
1969). The co~puter program was run at .:the Newfoundland 
. . \ -
and Labrador· Cotnput~ S~ices Limi.'ted. 
Surnma:t'Y 
This ·.section has .outlined in detai:l the pro~edure. 
' . 
for the s'ample . selection, ~he ins~·r~ents .used .and '.the pro-· 
• • • • • : • • ' : • • • • 1 • ; ', • •• • 
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procedures and the rationale for these procedures have 
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,.. CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The chapter provides the statistical analysis of 
the results and considers them in relation to the hypothesis 
formulated in Chapter I ~n the effect of monetary incent~ve 
and the' ttming of such incentive on transfer of. learning. · 
Descriptive Statistics• 
The observe·d combi~ -means and standard deviations' 
for pre•test, post-test, IQ, · and sex are given i n Table 1. 
'Included also in Table 1 are the estimated cpmbined means . 
with the covariates: .pre-test, IQ, and sex removed. The 
estim~ted combined mean4~ are the pre.dicted scores that all 
. students in a particular group would be expected to rec7ive. 
Figure 1 provides the ~bserved combined me~ns fo~ the ·pre-
test and post-test. and for the iow ·and high . practice • 
. ' . . . 
Figure 2 ~rovides the estimated· cordbined. means, under 'the 
three tr'eatments; for the P<>st-test; · 
Tests of Hypotheses · 
,. -
·. . . ' 
· To test ,the hypotheses that -there were significant 
effects ot treatme~ti : tyop~· .of pra~tice · · ·~·d. ·an· · inter·acti.ve 
' . ' ' I • , , ' • ' • ' ' • ' ' • • • • • ' 
effect 'of. these . tWo. inf.iependent: variab.les; 'an. analysis . of . 
' ' • ' • ' ' • .~ ,' • ' ' ~ I • ' ' ' 
·. · . ' . . 
. and pre..:.test~ .IQ, .'and · sex as : independent .va~i~bles. · Wh~p 
. ,' .. ,' ' . . . ' . . . . . . . . .· . 
o , : I < , 








. - ~ 
·- - ---- --
-
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HIQI IDl 
Cont:rol.s . T.reatnlent :; Trea:arent. II Ccnt:l:ols 'lreatment I Tri!atnent II 
,. 
X . so X x X x VariabJ.e I n n SD n SD n SD n SD n X SD 
' -~ . 
Cbsel:ved: . .. 
. 
.· Post 18 11.06 7.32 18 15.39 7.24 ·18 18.56 8.38 18 12.22 7.20 18 13.00 6.07 18 15.50 8.62 
.: 
: 
Pre- · 18 · . 5.17 6.30 18 6.39 5.10 . 18 7.17 5.46 18 6.72 . 5.02 18 6.78 4.05 18 5.44 5.09 
! 
. . IQ· 
-18 94~78 12!"84 18 95.72 10.71 18 94.00 8.54 . 18 95.83 ll.03 18 91.72 9.30 18 90.94 10.38 
·Sex 18 1.56· ~-51· 
· .. -' . 




. Post . . 12.05 , 15.10 . 17.20 11.81 1_2.60 16.96 
-
. 
.·: -_ --'· .~~meanS, standard devia~, and eStbtated oc::rrb:ined means for subjects in high and low practice 
· , ·· sets. am three treatinEnt cx:niitioos. · 
, . 
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F:lGURE 1. ·Observed. CoJIIbi~ ~ans fo~ Three 'l'rea tment 
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FIGURE .2. 
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Estimated Combineit'Means . for Post- t e st 
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the ANCOVA showed a level of significance, the Scheff~ 
~ method of multiple comparison was used to determine which 
--
-----cells had significant -differences. For both the ANCOVA and 
Scheffe the alpha :os level of significance was used as the 
basis for acceptante or rejection of the hypqthesis. 
The first hypothesis was retained because statistic-
ally significant positive differences existed between the 
I 
scores obtained by students who received a monetary ·incentive 
\ ' 
and those who did not receive a monetary incentive. The 
I 
analysis of. variance F ratio of 13.84· for Hypothesis .. I was 
significant ·a.t the alpha · ·. 0001 level of signi~icance (see. 
Table 2). Therefore, it was concluded that introduction of 
a monetary incentive haci a positive effect · on the scores in 
the letter series learning . task. 
-~The second hypothesis postulated that there would 
-4 
be ·significant gain "Scores regardles~ of the .timing of the 
monetary~ incentive and irrespec.tive. ·of the type of practice. 
~he Schef£6 method of multiple comparison sh~ed no sig-
nificant difference a_t the ·alpha • 05 level of significance 
between the Control group and Treatment I group;. There 
was, however, a signi~ic.ant di~ference between the. Control 
group · and Treatment :n group and ~t"ween Trec;1tment i gro~p 
.and 'l'reatment II group at the' alpha .. 01 level .. of signific-· 
' . ' . .·. . . 
·ance (see Table . 3). Thus· it was· concluded that the time 
. ,/ ' .. . 
of receiving knowledge of the monetary inc,:entive ·affectM · 
' . . . . 
significant challg~s · in gain scores · but :the 'type of pra~tice 
did not • s.ignifi:·cantiy affect _these scores. ·The· earlier tbe 
'· 
. ~ .... 




Analysis of Variance (3 covariates ·eliminated)* 
source MS df F Probability Level 
$ 
. . 
Treatment (i!) 237.65 2 13 •. 84 p < .0001 
. 
Practice (P) - .25. 85 1 
\ 
TxP 14.83 2 
1.51 p < .2228 I 
I .864 p < .4249 
Within Cell$ 17.17 99 l 
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TABLE f 
Scheff~ Method of Multiple c;omparisons 
Comparis~n 
c, T1 1. 932 
~ c, T2 13.901** 
) 
Tl' T2 I 
·.'. 
5.468** 
with df = k - 1, N - .Jc 
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knowledge of monetary incentive is given the greater the 
gain scores. 
The third hypothesis that a significant.difference 
existed between the scores for students in the high transfer 
of learning pr-~tice set' over those in the low t;ansfer of 
learning practice set . was rejected. The anal.ysis of variance 
F ratio of 1. 51 ·for Hypothesis III was' not/significant at 
the alpha . 05 level of significance (see Tabl.e 2) • There-
fore, it was concluded that, whil.e the change was in the 
hypothesized direction, the type of practice had no sig-
' 
nificant effect on· the s.r::ores in the letter series learning 
·~· 
task. 
Because of the lack of significant effect' of 
practice, Hy~thesis IV ahd Hypothesis V were considered 
as one hypothesis~ Thus, the hypothesis, ' that scores for 
the students receiving knowledge of the monetary incentive 
prior to practice wou1d be sign1ficantly greater than scores 
for students receiving this knowl.edge aftei: · practice, was 
retained. The Scheff'e method of multip1e comparison showed 
a significant · di.£;erence in the hypothesized directi~n at 
' 
the, alpha .01 1evel of signif~canc~ between. Tr~atmen~ I 
group and Treat,ment II group. (see Ta~le j). ' 
0 
The sixth hypothesis postulated that there would 
be a signitic1mt interactibn betweeQ, the time at which 
students were aware ·of the monetary incentive and tli'e type 
. 
of practic_e. This hypo~esis was rejected. The analysis 
of v~riance· F ratio of • 864 was not significant at the a1pha 
,. 
. ..:• ... ,. .. 
'· 
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.OS level of significance (see Table 2). 
Discussion of Results 
The results outlined in the previous section lend 
further support to ·the effectiveness of mat~rial incentives 
as another tool iri the classro·ofu. 
Regression analysis of'the data'provided the follow-
ing information. The. pre-test (df = 1, 183 •. 92, p < .0001) 
accounted for 64.55% of the variance (see Table 4). This 
(\ ' • < 
is understandable in · ~hat both ehe· pre-~est and post~test 
. \ 
.. were highly . similar in 4esign and content. The variable 
Raven IO (df = 1, F = 12.36,, p < ' .0001) accounted for only 
0 
3.90% of the variance (see .Table 4). The variable sex 
(df · = 1, F = 6.96, p ' < .0097) accounted ·for only 2~0i% · of · 
/ the variance (see Table~}. This would indicate that both 
# 
, ' ) .. 
IO and se~ dif~erences had· significant effect on achievement · , 
on tb~ task used ·in this ·study, even t,houg~ · the, pe~centages 
' .,.' ' . ' .. ·. ' ·r-
o£ variance were e~rsiderably lower .than for pre-t.est. 
. : T~e result~ o·f -the stu~y··would 'inaic~~e ~hat the 
,. . .. . . 
' . 
type of practic~ . has ·no significant· effect on the learning 
". task~ Rather, -the mOSt significant · factor to be considered 
in iristit~~~ng. m~meta~~ · i~ce~tiv~ p~ogr~ ·is the . tiudncj of . . 
• ' • 1 • .. ' I ' •' ~ ' 0 ' 
the ~ incen_ti ~~ ~ . ·!-:. \, · •. 
• .\ : , P~e~test. · . As mentioned, pre-test accounted for 
. . . . " 
ap~roxlmately 65%' of·. the variance in· results. · This would 
. ' . . ' . ' . . . ' ' ~ . . .' ·: ' . 
indicate ·.tha't ·the pre-tests ~·re a significa~t .'factor ·in · 
. . . . 
.~ea~nih~ in a . m<?netary ,ince~t'ive. p~og~am·. 
• \ . 0 • . 0 . 
I ' ' l 
' .. 
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. TABLE 4 
~gFession Analysis of the Data 
of -
·• Variance d£ F 
.. .. 
64.55\ 1 ~ 183.92 
. r 
12.36 . 3.90\ l 
. 
. . . 
2.07t 1 6.96 
• 
" 






p < . 00 01 
0 p < .0007 
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Treatment. These results provide significant 
indication that in such a model monetary incentive is 
effective. Monetary incentive after pr~ctice, while not 
significant, was in the hypothesized direction. The sig-
nificance of the findings is not so much that monetary 
'incentives effect .increased learning, but rather the sig-
nificant difference in the effect of the timing of the 
incentive. 
0 
Many studies in behavior modification have been 
. '· 
concerned with performance change. Generally, no ·attempt · 
is made tQ delineate between what ·portion. of the change was 
due directly to the effect ·of the incentive in c~using sub-
jects to show a greater performance output and how mucn of 
. 
the change was due to ~ctual learning taking place • 
• 
T~e results of this study indicated that performance 
in itself need not 'change significantly \when a monetary 
incentive is provided. It would appear that if we are ·to 
' : 
. I . . 
expect.an improvement in ,learning tasks~ then it is essential 
that we provide the incentive early in the students' learning 
experiences. ,, 
one pos·sible reason ·why the group · receiving the 
monetary ·incent;ive · after ·prac:tice did riot show significant·~ 
. .. . . . . 
change might hav~ . \been the difficulty of ttl~ t~sk. They. · 
might: have been h~ghly m~tivated by the .mciney, put found -the · 
- o I ' () 
task too. difficult. This probaply often· happens in school 
' ' I ' o 0 
in th'at a ~~udent would keenly · .des~re to pa.ss an examination 
. I . 
bu~ not have sufficient knowledge. . \ If. this were the ·case, 
. ( 
· . 
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and with the results indicating that monetary incent'ive 
prior to practice is effectiv~, it would appear that 
mot~vation to learn and perform must be instilled early in 
the child's introduction to new subject matter. 
Practice. The results indicated that the type of 
• I 
practice had no significant effect on the scores obtained 
35. 
by the students. It can only be pOstulated from the present 
study why type of practice was. not significant. The most 
signifrcant aspe~t is th~t monetary incentive paired with 
either high or low transfer of learning practice results 
in significant increase in scores on learning tasks • 
... 
Int!=raction 
There was no significant interaction between type 
of practice •'and the tim~n.g of the mopetary incentive. This 
"" ' lends further support to the concept that the important 
. ' 
aspect of incentives Is not so much the type and.' diff.iculty 
. 0 
of .material to be learned but whether the student is 
motivated when tll,is material is pr.esented • 
/ 
Summary . i 
.It is apparent from the · results th~t 'monetary in-
centive ·has _a sigriific~mt effect on ·learni'ng transfer . .. 
\ . ·. ' . . . . . . ' . 
Particularly signlficant ·is the timing of this'incentive, 
' . . ' ~ . 
with .incentive · given··:prior, tQ practice· being importan·t. 
• • .. 0 .. • 0 • ' • • • 
The type of practice had no·· s.~grii~icant. ·effect .nor was 
there an int~ractive E!ffect .between : treatment :and. practice. · 
. ' I • ' ' , ' ' . : • ~~ ' • , , . . • 
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IMPLICATIONS k~D SUMMARY 
This chapter outlines the major limitations of the 
studf, the re~omm~ndati~ns to be made, the implications fo~ 
further research and summarizes the signiticant. findings. 
~imitations and Recommendations 
1 . . The s~bjects used in the ·. study were students 
from only three · c~ntral nigh schools. ,Because of the s'imil-
ari ty of the rural settings, little social class distinction 
. . 
was obvious. , As· a result one must be careful in generalizing 
to students of upper or.lower-class· extremes. No attempt. 
was made to cont~ol for social class because of the sample 
f ' . • 
size imd lack of obvious social class ,di-stinctions iryfiiral 
Newfoundland commUnities. It is recommended that future 
research use a larger, broader population and investigate 
. 
" the effects; if any, of_ social cla_ss pn incen~ive. systems·. 
~--.A second limitation ·of ·the stqdy. w~s the time 
. . 
when the exper~ent was conduct:ed_. . While the . IO testing 
I • • 
was done . i~ February,· the.' d~ta for the actual _study was not 
. ' . . . ._, . . 
collected , until ea_~~Y . Jurie • . 'This . was ve~~ close_ to year-end . . 
,, ' . . . . . ' . . . - - . . . 
sc_hool examinations •. . · This c:ould 'have h~ul. one of several 
. ' . . . ·' ·. . , . 
. effects. . s 'tudents. might. have. beel) more· motivated as a re~:mi.t . 
', . · ~ .. ~ ·- . . . 
. . . . . ! :l . . 
pf ex~inati,on pressure~ _. . A se~.ond_ possible --~~feet mj,.ght be .' 
-~- ' . • ' . . . 
.. 
.... . ' . 
,' - ' 
.. .. ' . .... 
. . ' '; . . . .. . ·--. ·. 





























·the opposite. have been· mor~ concerned with 
preparation for examinations. Future research, should if 
possible, take this factor into consideration and sqhedul~ 
data collection in mid-year or mid-semester. 
3. While it·is the investigator's belief that '10¢ 
per point' was significant ·to all students in the sample, 
a number of researchers (O'Leary & Drakman; 1971) have 
raised the question of the relevance of a particular type 
of material incentive to all students. If research is to 
be conducted on a more diyerse population, ·it is recommended 
. . . . 
. . 
t~~t the relevance o£ the particular incentive used be 
tested. It might be -n~cessaiy .·to use s~veral types· o .f 
. . 
incentives to be effective with all ·subjects • 
Implications 
1. The use of monetary incentive~ in the school set-
. . . I 
ting could have· benef'icial results for· students -wh~ are not 
achieving to their full potential • . 
2. · Th.e use of mone.tary · incentives in.:...addi tion to 
helping a st'Udent p~rforin better·, · a$-di, if' . glven early, the 
. . . ' . . . . 
~student in learning. . This .is part:-icularly valuable . fOr . 
. . . . ' ' ' . . 
students who have developed a·' low self-concept regarding . 
- . . '. . . ' . 
their ability, to suc·~eed with new ·_.work·. · . 
.· ..... 
·.· .· . ; '• 
Summary · ··-
. · ·. In spite. of .the · limitation~ and recomniendatiol'lfiJ · 
• l : . , ' ~.. • 1 ' , 
• the . st~dy accqmplished i .ts ' initiai: ·t~sk~ - . ·That was .to 
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38. 
investigate the effect of monetary incentive and particularly 
the timing of this incentive on transfer of learning tasks. 
It was found that such incentive increases learning; more 
particularly, ·to get best results the incentive syst~ 
should be introduc~d early in the learning experience. 
In conclusion, ·it appears that monetary incentive 
systems can be introduced relatively easily into school 
systems with positive results. 
} . 
/ ,.,J' . 
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LETTER SERIES TEST 
FORM A 
NAME: 
1. A T U B U V C V W D 
2. E T E F S F G R G H Q H I 
3. H I J G H I J F G H I J 
4. 'vX ZBDF H 
5. A M N C N 0 E 0 P G P Q 
6. E F E F S T G H G H S T 














A -B D G K P 
0. E E F F F G G G 
X Y Z X X Y Z Y . X Y Z 
P ·A 0 P A N 0 P A M N 0 P A 
F E D C B A 
L M 0 R v z 
T T T T T s 
G H I R s T 
A X A B X A 
E D C 
c 
s s s 
J K L 









C B A 
Q 
M N 0 
D ' X f'\._ 
L M N N M L 0 P Q Q P 0 R S T 
W X V W X U V W X 
D E F D ~ H I G J K L M N 0 
T R P P N L J J H 
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LETTER SERIES TEST 
FORM B 
NAME: 
1. 'G A B H B C I C D J 
2. C QC DP DE OE FN FG 
3. R S T Q R S T P Q RS T 
4. R T V X Z B D 











A B.ABX YC DC DX Y 
G H J KM NP OS T 
B C E H L Q 
.'__.-
P QQRRRS SS 
A B C..AA BC BA IJC 
H Z G H Z F G H Z E~F G H Z 
Z Y XWV UY XW VU XWVU 
Z A C F · J N Q 
LLLLLKK KK JJ J'I 
R S T CD E U VW CD EX Y Z 
. 
16. R Z R S Z R S T Z R S T U Z 
D . E F F E D G H I I H G J K L 
N OMNO LMN 0 




20. S QOOMKI IG "'· · 
· · .. v...> "" · . ::. ~'.J ·.·1 ~L1 ::~ .. --;r . 
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HIGH TRANSFER OF LEARNING PRACTICE SET 
NAME: 
A. 1 2 3 4 5 6~ 7 
B. 9 ·8 7 6 5 4 
1. 1 3 5 7 9 11 
2. A C E G I K 














Z X V T R 
1 2 2 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 
A .;B B· C D D E F F 
12 3 3 4 5 . 6 6 7 8 9 
A B C C D E F F G H I 
1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 
A B B C C C 0 0 b 0 E E E E 
9 8 8 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 
T S S RRR QQQQ 
1 2 4 5 7 8 10 11 13 14· 
A B D E M N 
1 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 14 
A B C E F G I J K M" N 




XY Z WXY Z VWXYZ 
1 9 2 1 8 2 1 7 2 1 ' 6 2 
'· 








. ·~ "' 
.;; ., 
........ , .. .. ~- '"";'"'' """ '• r. ,_'' • ,, . ~. " • 
52 . 
( 2) 
21. 1 100 2 100 3 100 4 100 
22. A X B X C X D X 
23 . .. 1 101 2' 102 3 103 4 104 
24. A M B N C 0 . D P 
25. 4 5 1 6 7 1 8 9 1 10 
26. A B X CD X E ' F X G 
27. 1 2 3 3 2 1 4 5 6 6 5 4 7 8 9 













1 2 1 3 4 3 5 6 5 7 8 
A B A C 
1 1 3 1 
A . B C. A 
1 100 1 
A X A :13 
9 so 8 
F Y E F 
2 
9 
D C E F 
4 5 6 4 
D E F D 
100 1 
X A B C 
50. 7 8 
y [) f; F 
2 
9 
E G H 
7 ·8 9 
G II I 
3 100 
X A B 
50 6 
Y ·c o 
20 1 19 2 18 3 17 4 16 5 
Z A YB XC W D V E 
90 1 85 3 80 5 75 7 70 
y A X C .w E V G U 
\ 
1 2 3 4 100 
C D X 
7 8 9 50 
E F Y 
' . . 
. . ~ 
'· 
-,:: 
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LOW TRANSFER OF LEARNING PRACTICE SET 
NAME: 
A. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 














1 3 5 7 9 '11 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
14 12 10 8 6 
15 13 p 9 7 









2 2 3 3 4 55 6 6 7 8 8 
2 33 4 56 6 7 8 9 
2 3 4 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 
2 2 3 3 3 
6 6 7 7 7 
8 8 7 7 7 
7 7 6 6' 6 
4 5 7 8 
4 4 4 4 
8 8 8 8 
6 6 6 6 
5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 
9 9 9 · 9 
10 11 13 14 







17.· 7 . 8 9 
18. 4 5 6 
19. 
20. 
,_., .. I,.," 
1 9 2 
1 . 8 3 
I) 6 7 ~ 10 
10 11 12 14 
11 13 14 
15 16 18 19 
6 7,8 9 5 67 89 
3 4 56 2 34 56 
1 8 2 
1 7 3 
1 7 2 1· 6 2 
1 _6 3 1 5 3 























21. 1 100 2 100 3 100 4 100 
22. 1 50 2 50 3 50 4 50 
23. 1 101 2 102 3 103 4 104 
24 • 1 51 2 52 3 53 4 54 
25. 4 5 1 6 7 1 8 9 1 . 10 
26. 7• 8 2 9 10 2 11 12 2 13 
27. 1' 2 3 3 2 1 4 5 6 6 5 4 7 8 9 
28. 3 2 1 1 2 3 6 5 4 4 5 6 9 . 8 7 
29. 1 2 1 3 4 3 5 6 5 7 8 
32. 3 4 5 3 6 7 8 6 9 10 11 
33. 1 100 1 2 100 1 2 3 100 1 2 3 4 100 
34. 5 100 5 6 100 ,s 6 7 100 5 6 7 . 8 100 
35. 9 50 8 · .9 50 7 8 9 50 6 7 B 9 SO 
36.· 9 100 8 9 100 7 8 9 100 6 7 8 9 50 
31. 20 1 19 2 18 3 17 4 16 5 
38. 100 1 
39. 90 1 
40 •. 20 2 
p ,, •. ./JI~~~ 
95 . 2 90 3 
85 
19 
3 80 5 
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56. 
EXPERIMENTER'S INSTRUCTIONS 
(Aloud) Each of the problems in this test contains 
letters which are arranged in a certain order. You have 
to find out what· the order is and print the two letters 
that. come next on the right. 
For example : 
1. JK LM NO PO 
These ].etters are arranged in the same order that 
we find in ·the alphabet. The next letter is the letter that 
comes after ·o whi~h is R and the letter which comes after 
R is s. Print R s in the blank spaces to the right for 
e~ample 1. 
Now do example 2. Print ' the two letters that come 
next. 
2. I H G F E D C 
These ].etters are in the same order as the alphabet 
except- that they are going backwards. The next letters are 
B and A, so you should have printed B and A in the blank 
spaces • 
Now do the next two exa&ples. 
3. X Y Z A B C · D E 
4. A A B B c c D 0 
Example 3 is almost the same as example 1 except 
that th~s time we started at X and when we reached z we went 
on to A. The letters are still in the same o+der as the 
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Example 4 is a little different. The letters are 
still in order but each letter is printed twice. E should 
be printed tw_ice as well. The correct answer is E E-
There are 20 problems in the test. You should put 
a letter in each blank space on the right. · You will have 
10 minutes to finish. You may not be able to answer all 
of them but do the best you can. J?o not spent too much 
time on any one question but be careful not to go so fast 
that you make mistakes.· Make sure that you put one letter 
in each blank spa-ce. No questions about the test will be 
answered after you begin. Are these any questions now? 
DO NOT TURN THE PAGE 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
After 10 min-utes take 5 minute break {all treat-
ments) . 
Treatment II only. Explain incentive. (Aloud) 
I want -to tell you now that you are to be rewarded for any 
gains that you make. on For~ B of the test over Form A. 
You will be given 10¢ for each point that you increase your 
score of Test B over Test. A. For example, if you had 10 
correct on Test A and. get 15 col'rect. on Test a·, you will 
receive 50¢. Remember, each blank courits as one point. 
That means there are 40· points .altogether on the test. 
J ' L 
Remember that you get 10¢ F each point .that you -increase 
your own sco~e·. 
57. 
All treatments~ At end of· 5 minutes do the prac.tice 
set • 
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58. 
(Aloud) Let us look at our practice sets. Some 
of you ha.ve even-numbered examples that a·re number series, 
the others have even-numbered examples that are letter 
series. 
I will be doing the odd-numbered examples and will 
explain how each answer is found; you will write the given 
answers on your sheets. After I do one odd-nwnbered exampl~, 
you will try the next example which is an even-numbered 
example. 
First let us do examples ~ and B. Example A is our 
counting numbers from 1 to 1 in order, so the next two .. are 
8 and 9. Put 8 9 in the blanks. Example B has the counting 
numbers a_tarting at 9 written' in rev'!se order: the next 
two after 4 are 3 and 2. Put 3 2 in the b1anks. 
Let us now do number 1 . The odd n wnber s from 1 to 
11 are shown, therefore the next two numbers -are 13, 15. 
Write ·13:·15 in the blanks . .. Now yo'U d,o number 2, put the 
corre·ct letters or numbers in the blanks. 
' J 
The experimenter continues to .answer and explain 
the odd- numberM examples whi1e the students attempt the 
even-numbered ~~amples. When finished: (Aloud) 
.We will now take a 5 minute br.eak. 
Stop . 
---
Ti"eatment I only • . Give instru~tions on incentive .; . .. -
system as ,per treatment II. After 5 minutes, all treatmentS.: 
i l < 
··(Aloud) W~ wilf now do Form B of the t est. This •test is 
.. 
to be done as Form A • . -.-Y9u have 10 minutes. St~rt •. After 
. ·, 
10 minutes: (A~oud > Stop • 
... 
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